**SS-1A**

**PNEUMATIC SYSTEM ACCEPTS VIRTUALLY ALL DIES**

**Precision Ground, Hardened Steel Base Plate Ensures Long Life**

**Die Changes Performed in Less Than Two Minutes**

**FLEXIBLE, RELIABLE AND MAINTENANCE FREE**

- Accepts Dies for Axials, Radials, SIPS, ICs, etc.
- Powerful Pneumatics Deliver Repeatability
- Simple, Reliable, Low-Maintenance Design

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Dimensions:** 15” L x 6” W x 5” H
- **Weight:** 17 lbs.
- **Utilities:** 80 psi
- **Piston Bore:** 2”
- **Piston Stroke:** .625”

Need to adapt a leaded component for SMT assembly, deal with an extremely hard to form component, or form and cut axials, radials, SIPS, DIPS, and LEDs for specialized or low volume production? Then choose the powerful SS-1A base unit and a standard or custom die built to your exact specifications by our expert toolmakers.

Dies attach in minutes, some as simply as with two socket head capscrews. Insert the unformed component in the die, depress the foot pedal and the part is formed to your specifications.
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